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Abstract 

 

I. Abstract 

 

Multiple myeloma is a malignant disease of the hematopoietic system. The cancerous 

disease is characterized by an uncontrolled proliferation of plasma cells, an important 

antibody-producing cell type of the immune system. Until this day, multiple myeloma is 

treatable, but still incurable. Surviving rates range from a few months to more than ten 

years, depending on myeloma cell biology and individual risk factors of each patient.1 

Previous work on this topic revealed a pathway of seventeen target genes involved in 

a high-risk multiple myeloma, which is defined by fast progression or death within 1,5 

years.2  

 

The aim of this thesis was a structure-based analysis of formerly mentioned targets by 

means of computational methods. Our main focus was on PKMYT1, a kinase involved 

in cell cycle regulation. With the help of an X-ray structure of PKMYT1 complexed with 

a known inhibitor from the Protein Data Bank, we generated a pharmacophore model 

and used it to screen a manually curated database of approved, withdrawn, and ex-

perimental drugs of the platform Drugbank, in order to find new inhibitors.   

 

The output of this screening was docked into the PKMYT1 protein structure and we 

were able to predict eight compounds as potential inhibitors for our target. All of the 

final compounds are experimental drugs, which means they are preclinically tested. A 

follow-up in-vitro test of the compounds is still pending.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Zusammenfassung 

 

II. Zusammenfassung 

 

Das multiple Myelom ist eine bösartige Erkrankung des blutbildenden Systems. Diese 

Krebserkrankung ist gekennzeichnet durch eine unkontrollierte Vermehrung von Plas-

mazellen, die wichtige Antikörper-produzierende Zellen des Immunsystems darstellen. 

Bis zum heutigen Tag ist das multiple Myelom zwar behandelbar, aber immer noch 

unheilbar. Die Überlebensraten reichen von ein paar Monaten bis zu mehr als 10 Jah-

ren, abhängig von der Zellbiologie des Myeloms und individuellen Risikofaktoren jedes 

Patienten.  

Eine vorhergehende Arbeit zu diesem Thema offenbarte ein neues Netzwerk-Modell 

von 17 Proteinen, die in ein Hochrisiko-Myelom involviert sind, das sich durch Fort-

schreiten der Erkrankung oder Tod des Patienten innerhalb von 1,5 Jahren auszeich-

net. 

 

Das Ziel dieser Arbeit war eine struktur-basierte Analyse von den erwähnten 17 Ziel-

strukturen mit computergestützten Methoden. Unser Hauptaugenmerk lag auf 

PKMYT1, einer Kinase, die an der Zellzyklus-Regulation teilnimmt. Mithilfe einer Rönt-

genstruktur von PKMYT1 in Komplex mit einem bereits bekannten Inhibitor aus der 

Proteindatenbank (PDB) generierten wir ein Pharmakophormodell und benutzten es, 

um eine manuell erstellte Datenbank aus bereits zugelassenen, zurückgezogenen und 

experimentellen Wirkstoffen zu durchsuchen, um dadurch neue Inhibitoren zu finden. 

 

Die resultierenden Verbindungen der Datenbanksuche wurden zurück in die Protein-

struktur von PKMYT1 gedockt und wir waren in der Lage, acht der Strukturen als po-

tentielle Inhibitoren für unser Protein vorherzusagen. Alle finalen Verbindungen sind 

experimentelle Wirkstoffe, das heißt, sie wurden nur präklinisch getestet. Ein anschlie-

ßender in-vitro Test zur Überprüfung unserer Vorhersage steht noch aus. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Nowadays cancer is one of the leading diseases causing death worldwide. It is a term 

for a large group of related malignant diseases. All of them have in common the devel-

opment of abnormal cells which grow out of control, divide rapidly and are able to in-

vade tissues or organs throughout the whole body.3 Our work focuses on one specific 

type of cancer, the multiple myeloma. It is a representative of hematological cancers 

and primarily affects plasma cells.  

Although many new therapeutic strategies evolved in the past years, multiple myeloma 

still remains an incurable disease. The patients survival strongly depends on the 

course of the disease, including also the host factors, tumor burden, cytogenetic ab-

normalities and response to therapy.4 Generally, survival ranges from a few months to 

more than 10 years5, with the median survival of 5-7 years.4 Patients with high risk 

factors, such as certain cytogenetic abnormalities are identified with poor prognosis.6  

Although multiple myeloma is a rare type of cancer, prevalence rates are rising. For 

example, the increasing age of population, new diagnostic techniques and improved 

patient survival are contributing factors.7  

As already mentioned, in the past decades therapy improved due to the establishment 

of new drugs on the market. Immune modulatory drugs (lenalidomide, thalidomide) and 

proteasome inhibitors (bortezomib) were identified as highly effective in the treatment 

of multiple myeloma and replaced older drugs like alkylators, anthracyclines or inter-

ferons.8 Actually, also several promising drug candidates are in phase II and III studies 

and will presumably be approved in the near future. 

The purpose of our work was to find compounds, which could be used in the therapy 

of a high-risk multiple myeloma. But before switching to the aim of this thesis, I want 

to explain the biological background of the disease and actual therapy approaches 

more in detail.  
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1.1 Biological Background of Multiple Myeloma 

 

1.1.1 Definition  
 

The multiple myeloma is defined by the National Cancer Institute of America (NCI) as 

a plasma cell neoplasm and belongs to cancer diseases of the hematopoietic system. 

Such neoplasms, which are characterized by an excessively growth of tissue, emerge 

when abnormal plasma cells (also known as multiple myeloma cells) form malignant 

tumors in bones or soft tissue.9  

For a better understanding, the following image explains the development of blood 

stem cells into plasma cells. 

 

 

In Figure 1, the pathway of a physiological differentiation of blood stem cells is de-

picted. Stem cells, which are produced in the bone marrow, can either turn into myeloid 

or lymphoid stem cells. From myeloid stem cells can result red blood cells, platelets or 

granulocytes. Lymphoid stem cells develop into lymphoblasts and finally result in nat-

ural killer cells, T-lymphocytes or B-lymphocytes. The latter B-lymphocytes (or B-cells) 

undergo several processes and maturate into plasma cells.  

Figure  1: Differentiation of blood stem cells. Source: https://www.can-
cer.gov/images/cdr/live/CDR596562-750.jpg 
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White blood cells, consisting of granulocytes, plasma cells, T-lymphocytes and natural 

killer cells, are important members of the immune system. The function of these cells 

is to get rid of invading pathogens and protect the body against diseases. 

 

1.1.2 The physiological role of plasma cells in the immune system 
 

To gain a better insight on the impact of plasma cells, it is relevant to have a short 

overview of the functions and cells of the immune system. 

 

 

The complex immune system is generally composed of the innate and the acquired 

part and its common function is to protect organisms against diseases. The innate 

immune system consists of physical epithelial barriers, phagocytic leukocytes, den-

dritic cells, and natural killer (NK) cells.10 However, it is not specific and responds to 

diverse pathogens in the same manner, usually at first through macrophages and neu-

trophils.11  

The acquired immune system works in a different way. On the one hand, killer T-cells 

and helper T-cells recognize antigenic peptides only when they are bound to HLA (= 

human leukocyte-associated antigens) molecules.12 In detail, killer T-cells recognize  

antigens on class I HLA molecules and helper T-cells recognize antigens represented 

by class II HLA proteins. Killer T-cells are able to destroy virus- or parasite-infected 

Figure  2: The innate and acquired immune system. Source: https://www.creative-diagnos-
tics.com/innate-and-adaptive-immunity.htm 
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cells immediately, whereas helper T-cells activate B-cells and “help” thereby to gener-

ate antibodies.11   

On the other hand, B-lymphocytes possess B-cell receptors (which are actually anti-

bodies) on their cell membrane, allowing them to bind specific antigens. As soon as an 

antigen is bound, the complex gets internalized and processed antigens are exposed 

on HLA-molecules on the cell’s surface to attract helper T-cells. Helper T-cells activate 

B-cells, by permitting them to maturate into either memory B-cells or plasma cells. 

While plasma cells are able to actively secrete millions of antibodies (= immunoglobu-

lins) against their antigen, memory B-cells persist for years in the human body, only 

producing antibodies if they are reactivated by a confrontation with their matching an-

tigen.11 Antibodies are efficient in an early defense regarding reinfections, are able to 

bind pathogens and neutralize toxins.11 

 

1.1.3 Epidemiology 
 

In total, multiple myeloma is accounting for 10% of all hematological malignancies and 

on third place ranked behind lymphoma and leukemia.13 The disease mainly concerns 

elderly people with a median age of diagnosis at 66 years.14 Furthermore, the inci-

dence rate varies worldwide and is highest in developed countries like the United 

States, Europe and Australia.7 Although it is a relative rare type of cancer, there is an 

expectation of about 32,110 new cases diagnosed and about 12,960 deaths to occur 

in 2019 in the United States.15  

As a result of better diagnostic techniques and an advanced patient survival, caused 

by improved therapies such as the autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation 

(ASCT) or novel therapeutic agents, prevalence rates are successively increasing.16 

However, despite the advances in therapy, it is still incurable. 
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1.1.4 Pathogenesis  
 

The multiple myeloma is characterized by an 

uncontrolled proliferation of abnormal 

plasma cells, which produce so called mon-

oclonal protein (M-protein), a monoclonal im-

munoglobulin or immunoglobulin light chain. 

As the cells derive from bone marrow, they 

can form tumors in several bones of the 

body.  

Physiologically, B-cells, which develop from 

hematopoietic stem cells in the bone marrow, 

migrate to secondary lymphoid organs like 

the lymph node or spleen and are continu-

ously processed until they become a mature 

plasma cell.7 Such plasma cells produce in 

healthy human immunoglobulins (or antibod-

ies) to fight infections. (see Figure 3)  

 

In the multiple myeloma, chromosomes and genes are damaged, which leads to a 

production of abnormal plasma cells and a following uncontrolled secretion of M-pro-

tein – mostly functionless monoclonal antibodies or parts of antibodies. Moreover, high 

levels of M-protein can lead to an impaired function of the immune system, to blood 

thickness and kidney damage.  

 

 

 

 

Figure  3: Difference between normal plasma cells and 
malignant plasma cells (or myeloma cells). Normal 
plasma cells produce immunoglobulins (=antibodies). 
Contrarily, the multiple myeloma cells that are bigger in 
size and unable to produce effective antibodies. In fact, 
they produce M-protein, a sort of abnormal immuno-
globulin fragment which leads to impaired function of 
the immune system, blood thickness and kidney damage.  
(Picture reproduced from: https://www.cancer.gov/im-
ages/cdr/live/CDR763079-750.jpg) 
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The development of the disease comprises a multi-step process. In particular, initiating 

events like chromosomal translocations, e.g. involving IGH (genes that encode immu-

noglobulin heavy chains) or aneuploidy promote an increasing proliferation of plasma 

cells.7 Additionally, secondary genetic events like mutations and epigenetic alterations, 

e.g. DNA hypomethylation might also contribute to a development of multiple mye-

loma.7  

Primary genetic events can lead to a clinical manifestation of a monoclonal gammopa-

thy of undetermined significance (MGUS). MGUS is a pre-malignant state, where pa-

tients do not suffer from myeloma-typical symptoms (e.g. like bone damage, excessive 

plasma cells in the marrow or anemia), but a low level of M-protein is already deter-

mined in the blood. If the M-protein level raises and plasma cells in the bone marrow 

increase, the disease develops into a smouldering multiple myeloma (SMM), which 

represents a transitional state between MGUS and multiple myeloma (MM). Patients 

with those particular preceding forms can develop a multiple myeloma eventually. An-

other very aggressive form of the multiple myeloma is the plasma cell leukemia, where 

a high level of malignant plasma cells can be determined in the peripheral blood.  

Figure  4: Overview of the development and previous stages of the multiple myeloma. (Picture reproduced from 
Kumar, S. K. et al. Multiple myeloma, Nature Reviews Disease Primers 3, 2017) 
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1.1.5 Diagnosis and Symptoms 
 

The International Myeloma Working Group (IMWG) published in 2014 criteria that must 

be met for a differential diagnosis of multiple myeloma and related disorders.17 The 

criteria of the three most important forms, monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined 

significance (MGUS), smouldering multiple myeloma (SMM), and multiple myeloma 

(MM), are displayed in the following table: 

 

 

The guidelines are based on the measurement of serum monoclonal protein level, 

bone marrow infiltration of plasma cells and myeloma-defining events, the latter one 

being a summary of CRAB-criteria and new biomarkers. 

CRAB is an acronym for calcium (hypercalcemia), renal insufficiency, anemia and 

bone lesions, which are all typical signs of multiple myeloma.  

To the most frequent symptoms of the multiple myeloma count bone pain and fatigue.   

Anemia appears in 75% of the patients and is one of the contributing factors to fatigue.4 

Bone pain is caused by myeloma cells, which produce receptor activator for nuclear 

factor κ B ligand (RANKL) and activate thereby osteoclasts, a bone-resorbing cell 

type.5 Increased osteoclast activity leads to lytic bone lesions, bone destruction and 

Figure  5: Differential diagnosis criteria for monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance, smouldering multiple 
myeloma and multiple myeloma. Criteria reproduced from Rajkumar SV, Kumar S. Multiple Myeloma: Diagnosis and Treat-
ment. Mayo Clin Proc. 2016;91(1):101-19. 
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hypercalcemia.5 Most commonly the pain occurs in the back, hips or skull of patients. 

Another accessory symptom is osteoporosis, where bones lose their stability and the 

risk for fractions increases.    

Furthermore, neurological symptoms can appear due to hypercalcemia or spinal cord 

depression.  

 

1.1.6 Treatment 
 

The treatment of multiple myeloma changed over the past decades due to a gain of 

knowledge in the disease pathology and improvements in therapeutic drug classes.  

A therapy strongly depends on the course of the disease and involves pharmacological 

interventions and other clinical methods like an ASCT (= autologous stem cell trans-

plantation) to control the progress.  

The following figure gives an overview of the current suggested therapy options, sub-

divided in standard/intermediate/high-risk patients and transplant eligible/ineligible pa-

tients.7   
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A therapy starts for every patient preferably with the combination of a proteasome in-

hibitor and an immunomodulatory drug. Afterwards, therapy options split for transplant 

eligible and ineligible patients, so it has to be considered if the patient can receive a 

stem cell transplantation or not. An ASCT comprises the removal of stem cells out of 

the peripheral blood of the patient, the storage of it, a process called myeloablative 

conditioning which consists of chemotherapy and/or radiation to destroy myeloid cells 

and a final reinfusion of the collected stem cells. Most studies limit an ASCT conduction 

to patients ≤65 years of age.18 However, sometimes the physiological age weighs more 

than the chronological age, therefore exceptions can be made if the patient feels fit 

enough.19 Another important determinant to decide for an ASCT are comorbidities. 

Patients, that suffer from severe cardiac or pulmonary diseases should not be offered 

a transplantation.7 Nevertheless, studies came to the conclusion that also in times of 

high efficacy drugs, ASCT still remains a solid method to enhance responses and to 

improve overall and progression-free survival rates in multiple myeloma patients.20 

Next, patients are subdivided into a standard-, intermediate- or high-risk category, de-

pending mainly on their genetical abnormalities. However, as initial therapy for all pa-

Figure  6: Therapeutic scheme for multiple myeloma, subdivided into standard risk, intermediate risk and high-risk 
patients and autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (ASCT) eligibility or ineligibility. VRd (= borte-
zomib + lenalidomide + dexamethasone); KRd (= carfilzomib, lenalidomide, dexamethasone); ASCT (= autologous 
stem cell transplantation) (Image reproduced from Kumar, S. K. et al. Multiple myeloma, Nature Reviews Disease 
Primers 3 2017) 
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tients able to tolerate a multidrug therapy the VRD regimen is applied. VRD is a com-

bination of the proteasome inhibitor bortezomib, the immunomodulatory drug lenalido-

mide and the corticoid drug dexamethasone. Proteasome inhibitors in combination with 

immunomodulatory drugs are currently the best therapeutic option for patients with a 

newly diagnosed multiple myeloma.7 Specifically, the VRD regimen showed an im-

proved progression-free survival and overall survival compared to patients, which were 

treated with lenalidomide an dexamethasone only.21  

Patients ineligible for a stem cell transplantation, the VRD regimen or a regimen based 

on lenalidomide and dexamethasone only is the preferred choice. Also, treatment has 

always to be modified on the patient’s characteristics, including age, performance and 

frailty.7 

Since the multiple myeloma is stated as an incurable disease, therapy approaches aim 

to reduce the progress of the disease and prolong the surviving rate as well as to re-

duce the underlying symptoms like bone disease, pain or anemia to a minimum.  

In case of bone lesions, bisphosphonates are therapy of first choice, as they can delay 

the development of bone lesions and prevent fractures.22 Pain treatment should start 

with non-opioid analgesics and avoid non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), 

because they can lead to renal failure. If therapy with non-opioid drugs is not sufficient, 

opioid analgesics can be supplemented to achieve an optimal pain relief.7 Further-

more, transfusions with erythropoiesis-stimulating agents, iron and vitamin support is 

recommended to relief anemia respectively fatigue.22  

 

Figure  7: Drug-classes and drugs used in therapy of multiple myeloma. 
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Investigational drugs for multiple myeloma 

       Figure  8: Investigational drugs for multiple myeloma. 
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1.2 High-risk drivers in multiple myeloma 

 

We started our project based on a network model of our collaboration partners 

around Univ. Prof. Dr. Heinz Ludwig, head of Wilhelminen Cancer Research Institute 

in Vienna. The network model consists of target genes involved in a high-risk multiple 

myeloma. A high-risk status is characterized by progression of the disease or death 

within 18 months.2  

Their statistical model (Figure 9) is based on a dataset of 645 patients from the IA9 

MMRF CoMMpass trial, one of the largest long-term genomic research studies in mul-

tiple myeloma. The results of their work revealed 17 target genes identified as drivers 

of a high-risk disease. Subsequently, they tested their model on another dataset of the 

IFM/DFCI trial (a study about the relevance of ASCT in the era of new drugs) and 

performed experimental validation of the main molecular drivers using myeloma cell 

lines and small molecule inhibitors of MELK, CDK1 and PLK4.2 This network model 

was published in order to help researchers to concentrate on the most promising tar-

gets responsible for high-risk multiple myeloma. 

 

 

Figure  9: Network model displaying target genes involved in high-risk multiple myeloma. Pic-
ture reproduced from Furchtgott, L. et al. Multiple Myeloma Drivers of High Risk and Response 
to Stem Cell Transplantation Identified By Causal Machine Learning: Out-of-Cohort and Experi-
mental Validation. Blood 130, 3029–3029 (2017) 
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2 Computational Background 
 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Discovering a new drug and bringing it on the market is a very challenging process, 

since the development is very time-consuming and expensive. Throughout the pro-

cess, it is never sure if the drug-candidate will be successfully approved by authorities. 

In history, people often discovered new active substances serendipitously. Nowadays 

more sophisticated options are available. Two important of them are High Throughput 

Screening (HTS) and Computer-Aided Drug Design (CADD). While HTS is an in vitro 

method enabling to assay thousands of substances on cells by robotic automations, 

Computer-Aided Drug Design works in silico (Figure 10). Figure 10 illustrates how 

CADD is implemented in the drug discovery process nowadays and also depicts dif-

ferent computational methods used in pharmaceutical research. The foundation of this 

process is the identification of the target. As soon as the molecular mechanisms that 

lead to a disease are identified and the target is validated, the drug discovery process 

can start. It is possible to use structure-based or ligand-based methods. Ideally, multi-

ple lead compounds result from an effective CADD campaign. Then, the pharmacoki-

netic parameters (i.e. potency, efficacy, permeability and absorption) are optimized. 

Finally, successfully improved lead structures are tested in vivo to find drug candidates. 

After deciding for the final drug candidate, clinical trials can start.  
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2.2 Computer-Aided Drug Design 

 

In the recent years, computational methods gained attention and improved both drug 

discovery and research. The reasons why they are so popular today is that they save 

time and costs compared to high throughput screens, while yielding good results. Ad-

ditionally, the concept of discovering a new drug is different: in HTS substances are 

tested on proteins or cells and the assay states if they are active at a certain concen-

tration or not. In computational approaches, a drug is developed with focus on the 

molecular mechanism that leads to a certain disease.23  

The Computer-aided drug design can be generally separated into two main categories: 

the structure-based drug design and the ligand-based drug design. On the one hand, 

the structure-based design requires a three-dimensional structure of the protein, pref-

erably in a high resolution. On the other hand, ligand-based design can be used when 

the structure of the target is unknown, but already several inhibitors are established, 

which can provide information about the relationship of structure and bioactivity. 

In our work, only structure-based methods were implemented. They are as mentioned 

before based on the knowledge of the three-dimensional structure of a target. Via 

methods like X-ray diffraction, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy or also elec-

Figure  10: Drug discovery process involving computational techniques. 
Picture reproduced from Gregory  Sliwoski  et al. (Computational meth-
ods in Drug Discovery, 2013) 
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tron microscopy, the three-dimensional positions of the atoms in a structure are de-

tected and are further visualized on the computer. If a target structure is not available, 

there is the possibility to generate a homology model by using related proteins of a 

similar sequence, of which the structure was already identified. 

Then, in the structure-based drug design workflows used can be distinguished be-

tween virtual screening and de novo design. In a virtual screening, a whole library of 

compounds, fragments or also lead-like structures are screened against a target in 

order to find the most valuable candidates for a following experimental testing. This 

screening should help to reduce the great number of structures to only a few candi-

dates, which show the highest potential of having drug-like properties. Virtual screen-

ing is either used to identify new molecules for a specific target, or it can also be helpful 

in a repurposing attempt when it comes to patent existing molecules for another indi-

cation.23  

In the de novo design however, the three-dimensional structure is used to design a 

new molecule step by step into the binding pocket. This has the advantage to be inno-

vative, since the new structure has never been synthesized before.23 

 

2.3 Workflow for discovering new inhibitors 

 

In our case, an X-ray structure of the protein was available, and we used the following 

workflow presented in Figure 11 to find new inhibitors for our target. 

At the stage of choosing a PDB-structure of the target, our criteria were a high resolu-

tion, and a structure in complex with an already known inhibitor. Based on the selected 

protein-inhibitor complex we generated a pharmacophore model, which is presented 

in detail in chapter 4 ‘Material and Methods’. Furthermore, we validated our model by 

setting up two databases with the biological activity data of ChEMBL, containing known 

actives and inactives. Our model was run on both databases. The results of this vali-

dation are discussed in the chapter 5 ‘Results and Discussion’. With our final model, 

we screened a database (Drugbank). Finally, we conducted a docking and selected 

the best compounds for a possible experimental assay. 
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2.4 Pharmacophore Modeling 

 

2.4.1 Overview 
IUPAC, the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, defines pharmaco-

phores as “an ensemble of steric and electronic features that is necessary to ensure 

the optimal supramolecular interactions with a specific biological target and to trigger 

(or block) its biological response”.24 In computational chemistry, a pharmacophore 

model describes features of molecules in a special geometric distance to each other. 

Features of active molecules can include hydrophobic parts, hydrogen bond acceptors 

and donors, positive and negative ionizable areas and aromatic systems. An example 

of a pharmacophore model and all possible molecule-describing features of Lig-

andScout25 are illustrated in Figure 12A and 12B. 

Figure  11: Our workflow to find new inhibitors. 
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A pharmacophore model describes the interactions that can be formed between ligand 

and receptor. The functional groups and scaffolds behind can differ for every ligand 

matching the same model, while interactions with the protein stay the same. Conse-

quently, it is assumed that also the biological activity will not change for the molecules 

that match the same pharmacophore. 

The concept of pharmacophores is used to screen large databases and find diverse 

structures that present the same activity on a specific target, but it can be used as well 

in de novo design or hit to lead optimization, scaffold hopping and multi-target drug 

design.26 

Moreover, pharmacophore models can be generated either in a structure-based or lig-

and-based approach.  

 

2.4.2 Structure-based approach 
A structure-based pharmacophore model is based on an exploration of the three-di-

mensional structure of a macromolecule or a complex of the macromolecule with a 

known ligand. The complementarity of chemical features is investigated, as well as the 

3A 3B12A 12B

Figure  12: (A) Pharmacophore model based on kinase inhibitor dasatinib. Generated with LigandScout. (B) Feature explana-
tions for LigandScout. 
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possible interactions and steric hindrances (excluded volumes) between receptor and 

ligand are taken into account.  

 

2.4.3 Ligand-based approach 
For a ligand-based model, there is no information about the structure of the target 

available, but several ligands are known that share a similar biological activity. By gen-

erating a model, common feature patterns shared by active ligands are character-

ized.25  

Different software are commercially available to implement pharmacophore models, 

such as LigandScout26, Phase28, MOE29 or Catalyst29. 

 

 

2.5 Molecular Docking 

 

2.5.1 General Information 
Molecular docking is a computational technique used to predict the binding mode of a 

ligand to a protein of known three-dimensional structure.30 In general, two methods of 

docking can be distinguished: protein-protein docking and small-molecule – protein 

docking, the latter one being more frequently used in pharmaceutical drug-develop-

ment.  

It is acknowledged that there are three main aims of a docking process31: 

1.) The accurate prediction of the active site of the target molecule, the orientation 

of the ligand and also both their conformations.  

2.) A ranking of the different compounds according to their binding affinities. 

3.) To generate a shortlist of potential candidates to test experimentally.  

 

2.5.2 Search strategy 
With a variety of search algorithms, it is possible to explore the conformational space 

of ligand and protein interactions. Different strategies, like systematic search algo-

rithms, molecular dynamics simulations, shape complementarity or genetic algorithms 

are used to predict the native conformation of a ligand receptor complex. 

Due to the high flexibility of the most organic compounds the exploration of conforma-

tional space can be challenging, since they can contain many conformational degrees 

of freedom.32 A good search strategy should find an accurate binding pose without 
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taking too much time, since thousands of compounds are evaluated during one dock-

ing run. 

 

2.5.3 Scoring functions 
The goal of scoring functions is to estimate the free energy of binding of a ligand-

receptor complex in an aqueous solution.33  

Furthermore, scoring functions should be able to define correct poses from incorrect 

ones or active molecules from inactives.34 The output of a scoring is a list of ligands 

ranked according to their estimated binding affinity.   

In general, scoring functions can be categorized into force-field based, empirical and 

knowledge-based functions.34  

 

Force-Field based functions 

This method is based on an energy calculation by using a molecular mechanics force 

field. It includes the sum of non-bonded interactions such as electrostatic and van der 

Waals potentials as well as contributions from internal distances, angles and torsions.36 

However, hydrophobic effects and entropy contributions are not considered in these 

calculations. 

One advantage of this method is the speed, because force fields are able to anticipate 

many calculation iterations and can estimate the binding energy in a rapid way.35  

 

Empirical functions 

In this method, the free energy of binding is decomposed into a function including terms 

for hydrogen-bonds, hydrophobic interactions, ionic contacts and entropic effects. The 

different terms are normalized by weighting the coefficients derived from regressions 

over sets of well-known protein-ligand complexes.35 

 

Knowledge-based functions 

As the name implies, knowledge-based methods exploit the knowledge of public data-

bases. Nowadays much information about resolved protein-ligand complexes can be 

retrieved by using databases such as the PDB. The method is based on a statistical 

analysis and assumes that the more frequently an interaction occurs, the more favor-

able it is. Frequent interactions are considered to have a positive contribution, while 

less frequent contacts are considered repulsive.35  Knowledge based methods strongly 
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depend on statistical methods, as well as the quality and also the variety of the data-

bases used.35 

 

The last possibility displays the method of consensus scoring, which combines the 

previously mentioned scoring functions.  

 

Moreover, in a docking the flexibility of both binding partners has to be considered. In 

general, there exist three forms of docking: rigid docking, semi-flexible docking and 

flexible docking. 

Rigid docking is based on a volume and surface complementarity of ligand and pro-

tein.36 It is a simple model which considers protein and ligand as stiff and solid mole-

cules.37 The algorithm calculates the match of shape of both binding partners. The 

ligand conformations are generally calculated prior to the docking.  

In a semi-flexible docking, usually the ligand is regarded flexible, while the protein re-

mains in its rigid conformation.  

The third variation, called flexible docking, leaves protein and ligand as flexible mole-

cules. It allows both molecules to change conformations during the docking process, 

but only to a certain limitation. Mostly, only side chains of the binding site are optimized 

in their orientation. This approach is based on interaction energy.36  

 

The applicability of docking expands from hit identification, where molecules that fit 

into the binding cavity are predicted, to lead optimization, where the information of a 

drug binding to its target is used to design analogues with optimized interactions. 

Several programs can be used to conduct a docking, for example GOLD38, FleXX39, 

DOCK40, Autodock41 and Glide42. 
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2.6 Binding Affinity 

 

The binding affinity describes the strength of the interactions between a ligand and 

protein.43 Several chemical and physical forces contribute to a binding between a lig-

and and macromolecule, most of all are electrostatic forces like hydrogen bonds, salt 

bridges or van der Waals interactions, but also pi-pi interactions and hydrophobic ef-

fects can occur. 

 

2.6.1 Thermodynamical Background 
 

When a complex (PL) between ligand (L) and protein (P) is formed, the following equa-

tion determines the reaction at equilibrium:  

 

𝑃 + 𝐿 ⇌ PL 

 

To express the binding affinity of the complex PL, usually the dissociation constant Kd 

is used to define the stability of the complex, where [P], [L] and [PL] are the equilibrium 

concentrations of free protein, free ligand, and the complex of both respectively: 

 

 

𝐾𝑑  =  
[𝑃][𝐿]

[𝑃𝐿]
 

 

 

It is important to note here that Kd only works for a reaction at equilibrium. It defines 

the concentration of the ligand [L] that occupies half of the protein [P] in an equilibrium 

state. The lower the dissociation constant of the compound, the higher is its affinity and 

the stronger are interactions between ligand and protein.  

Several methods can be used to experimentally measure the binding affinity, e.g. iso-

thermal titration calorimetry, surface plasmon resonance or fluorescence spectros-

copy.44 Kd can be related to the change in free energy G° using the equation below, 

which includes also the gas constant R and temperature T:35 
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∆𝐺 =  ∆𝐺° − 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝐾𝑑 

 

A computational attempt to estimate the binding affinity is mainly based on the thermo-

dynamic forces that are involved in a binding process.  

Based on the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation, the binding process is composed of: 

 

 

 

  ∆𝐺 =  ∆𝐻 − 𝑇∆𝑆 

 

 

Binding can be both enthalpy-driven or entropy-driven. Entropic effects arise for exam-

ple from the ligand that moves into the binding site, thereby releasing highly ordered 

water molecules into the bulk water. A decrease of the order of a system leads to an 

increase in entropy. Conversely, enthalpic effects are for instance gained by releasing 

water molecules from an apolar part of the binding site, where they cannot build hy-

drogen bonds, to the bulk water where they can form strong interactions.43  

For a strong binding affinity, the value of the free energy of binding has to be negative, 

then the reaction runs spontaneously. 

 

The prediction of binding affinity remains until today very challenging, since many ef-

fects are part of this process. A good steric environment (shape of ligand should be 

complementary to the shape of receptor) has to be considered as well as electronic 

complementarity, hydrophobic interactions, solvent effects and enthalpy and entropy 

of the system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

∆G…..free energy of binding 

∆H…..enthalpy 

T…….temperature (°K) 

∆S…..entropy 
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3 Aim of the thesis 
 

Despite the advances in medicine in the past years, the multiple myeloma is still an 

incurable disease. Especially, high-risk patients are in need of new therapeutic agents 

to slow down the progress of the disease and prolong their overall survival. 

 

The aim of this thesis was to conduct a structure-based analysis on targets involved in 

high-risk multiple myeloma, in order to generate a list of potential inhibitors of these 

targets for a further experimental testing.  

The basis of this work was the network model provided by our collaborators around 

Univ. Prof. Dr. Heinz Ludwig. (see Introduction) 

 

The network model includes 17 target genes identified as high-risk drivers. First, we 

started to search for X-ray structures of each of the targets in the PDB. For three of 

them, CREBL2, MYBL2 and ZBTB4 no resolved structures were available. The re-

maining targets were discussed with our collaborators. Our demands for the computa-

tional investigation were a high-resolution of the X-ray structure for precise predictions 

and also a complexed ligand, to determine the binding site. Our collaborators assisted 

us with their knowledge in the biological background of the targets and together we 

limited the number of targets to explore to the following four: MELK, BUB1B, E2F1 and 

PKMYT1. 

 

Regarding MELK, the maternal embryonic leucine zipper kinase, 29 human protein 

structures were available on the PDB and indicated that it is an already well studied 

kinase. For BUB1B, BUB1 Mitotic Checkpoint Serine/Threonine Kinase B, we found 

four resolved structures, two of them from X-ray experiments and the other two deriving 

from electron microscopy. For all of them, no complexed inhibitors were available. 

Therefore, we excluded this target. In case of E2F1, a transcription factor involved in 

cell cycle regulation, structures were mainly resolved with domains of other proteins. 

Moreover, we were not able to identify a binding site on structures of E2F1, therefore 

we had to exclude this target as well.  
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In the end, we decided to focus on only one target, PKMYT1, a member of the WEE 

family. All members of this family (WEE1, WEE2 and PKMYT1) have an impact on cell 

cycle regulation therefore we were interested in exploring PKMYT1 more comprehen-

sively.  

 

The purpose of this work was to find potential inhibitors of PKMYT1 using computa-

tional techniques. Our main focus of attention was on compounds, which were ap-

proved or already tested in clinical trials. This would allow more or less immediate 

testing in small clinical trials, as safety has already been confirmed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  13: Diagram of our workflow. We started with searching for 
structures of all targets on the PDB. We wanted a high resolution and 
also a structure with a complexed ligand. After a discussion with our 
collaborators we ended up with four targets: MELK, BUB1B, E2F1, 
PKMYT1. Finally, PKMYT1 was the only target investigated more in 
detail.  
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4 Material and Methods 
 

4.1 Data Collection 

 

We started our structure-based analysis on the targets of the high-risk multiple mye-

loma pathway by collecting public information about them. For each target, our main 

questions were: How much information is available for our protein in public databases? 

Is there a three-dimensional X-ray structure with a high resolution and a complexed 

ligand of the target protein available? Are there any conserved interactions known? Is 

there any information about already known inhibitors of the target? 

 

4.1.1 OpenPHACTS  
To answer these questions, we searched for the targets in OpenPHACTS, which is a 

platform that integrates pharmacological data of various different information re-

sources.45 The OpenPHACTS analysis delivered information about target pharmacol-

ogy data, annotated diseases, pathways and also patents for every particular target of 

the high-risk pathway. The target pharmacology data was extracted entirely from 

ChEMBL, which is also a free database connected to the OpenPHACTS environment. 

 

4.1.2 Protein Data Bank 
The available crystal structures for all seventeen targets were retrieved from the Pro-

tein Data Bank (PDB). This task was carried out using a pre-assembled KNIME-work-

flow, which permits to download the available structures of all targets at once.  

 

4.1.3 ChEMBL 
From ChEMBL, a database of bioactive drug-like small molecules, we received infor-

mation about compounds, which were already tested in biological assays.46 ChEMBL 

provided us Kd and IC50 values for our database of active and inactive molecules. 

 

4.1.4 PubMed 
For further general information, we used PubMed, a free website with research litera-

ture in life sciences, to get access to important articles about the latest investigations 

on our targets, especially on PKMYT1.  
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4.2 Pharmacophore Generation 

 

The pharmacophores were created in LigandScout,25 a computer software of the 

Inte:Ligand GmbH. Either structure-based or ligand-based pharmacophores can be 

generated.  

We generated a structure-based pharmacophore, based on PKMYT1 bound to da-

satinib (PDBID 5VCV47). It has been shown that dasatinib presents the strongest bind-

ing potential as well as highest selectivity for PKMYT1.47,48 Additionally, the X-ray struc-

ture 5VCV presents a resolution of 1.92 Å. Thus, this structure is the best candidate to 

conduct structure-based analysis. 

We manually modified the default pharmacophore (Figure 14A) obtained from the 

PKMYT1-dasatinib complex to make it more generic (Figure 14B). This was required 

to find potential candidates with distinct scaffolds. Finding the balance between a ge-

neric and a specific pharmacophore is challenging, and we tried out several different 

feature combinations before selecting the most accurate one. 

To build this pharmacophore, we first downloaded all available crystal structures in 

complex with inhibitors (PDB IDs: 5VCV, 5VCW, 5VCX, 5VCY, 5VCZ, 5VD0, 5VD1, 

and 5VD3) and superimposed them in LigandScout.25 All the inhibitors establish a hy-

drogen bond with the backbone nitrogen of Cys190 of PKMYT1. Interestingly, literature 

confirms that the hydrogen bond to Cys190 is conserved.48 Thus, this feature was re-

tained in our model. Furthermore, the hydrophobic elements in the back pocket and in 

the hinge region were also retained, as they were observed for all the inhibitors. Addi-

tionally, the two hydrogen bond donors were made optional, as those interactions were 

present only in a few complexes.  

Moreover, recent studies show that a conserved water molecule is building a water 

bridge with His161 and Glu157.49 However, in our structure 5VCV this water molecule 

was not present and therefore we did not consider it for our model. Another study 

shows MK1775 building water bridges to Asp251, Tyr121 and Ala137.47 In the structure 

of PDBID 5VCV one oxygen atom of dasatinib can form a water bridge over HOH on 

position 516 to Asp251, a member of the conserved DFG motif. However, the study 

does not mention if the interaction with water has an important character for inhibitors, 

therefore we did not take it into account for our pharmacophore model. 
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In the original pharmacophore we had 2 hydrogen bond acceptors from two water mol-

ecules, but we did not include them in our model, since we did not find enough evi-

dence on their impact on binding from literature and also from our observations in Lig-

andScout25 and Pymol.49   

 

 

4.3 Ligand Docking 

 

The ligand docking was conducted with Glide42 from the Schrödinger Suite. Glide42 

stands for Grid-based Ligand Docking with Energetics. It uses a hierarchical series of 

A

B

Figure  14: Comparison of pharmacophore models based on dasatinib in complex with PKMYT1 (PDB 
ID: 5VCV). The default pharmacophore (A), is compared to the generic pharmacophore generated (B). 
The lipophilic features are displayed by yellow spheres and the hydrogen bond acceptors and donors 
are depicted by red and green arrows respectively. Green dotted arrows represent optional features.  
Cys190 is shown as light pink sticks. 
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filters which search for the best possible location of a ligand in the active site of the 

protein and evaluates the ligand’s interactions.42  

4.3.1 Protein preparation and grid generation 
The X-ray structure of PKMYT1 (PDB ID 5VCV) was preprocessed with the Protein 

Preparation Wizard. This program assigns bond orders and ionization states to the 

protein prior to the docking.50  

We used default settings but changed the pH as well to 7.0  0.5. The binding site was 

defined by the ligand dasatinib, which is located in the center of the ATP-binding site 

of the kinase. 

The receptor grid was generated with the Receptor Grid Generation tool. This tool 

takes into account the shape and physico-chemical properties of the binding site. To 

determine the binding site and generate the grid, we placed the enclosing box in the 

active site and changed the settings of the ligand midpoint diameter box length in X 

direction to 12 Å, in Y direction to 21 Å and in Z direction to 10 Å. With these new 

coordinates of the box, we enhanced the conditions for a docking, by giving the oppor-

tunity to find also different binding modes. Here, we set up a hydrogen bond constraint 

on the backbone of the NH moiety of the Cys190 residue. This constraint was insofar 

important, as we know that the hydrogen bond interaction to Cys190 is conserved and 

therefore should be included in all inhibitors. 

 

4.3.2 Ligand preparation  
The compounds retrieved from the screening of Drugbank with our generic pharmaco-

phore were imported and prepared with Schrödinger’s LigPrep51 tool. LigPrep converts 

1D or 2D structures into low-energy 3D structures and calculates ionization states, 

tautomers, stereoisomers and ring conformations.51 Also, it can produce more struc-

tures out of the input structure with various ionization states, tautomers, stereoisomers 

and ring conformations.51  

We used Ionizer to generate protonation states and set the pH to physiological condi-

tions, 7.0  0.5. The stereoisomer settings were used by default (i.e. the specified chi-

ralities from the source file were retained). 

 

4.3.3 Docking  
We performed a flexible docking and recorded one pose per ligand.  

During a docking run, Glide searches throughout all generated conformations for the 

best possible pose of the ligand in the active site of the protein and ranks the ligands 
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with a scoring function. First of all, the spatial fit of the ligand in the binding site is 

tested. After this step, the complementarity between ligand and receptor interactions 

are evaluated. The poses are then minimized with the OPLS-AA force field. Only the 

final energy-minimized poses get scored by GlideScore, a force-field based scoring 

function implemented in Schrödinger.42 

Due to its operating mode Glide42 yields a high accuracy in predicting the binding mode 

of a ligand, without consuming too much computational costs. The different poses were 

visually inspected in Pymol.49 

 

4.3.4 Redocking PKMYT1 
Redocking is a method to validate docking accuracy by reproducing the X-ray binding 

pose of a ligand in its binding site. First, the PKMYT1-dasatinib complex (PDB ID: 

5VCV) was imported and preprocessed with the Protein Preparation Wizard by using 

default settings, only with the pH changed to 7  0.5. Then, the ligand dasatinib (ZINC 

ID: 22005428) was downloaded from the ZINC database and imported into Schrö-

dinger. The ligand preparation included a pH shift to 7  0.5, as this is the adjustment 

for a physiological environment. Ionizer was used to generate different ionization 

states. The receptor grid was created by using the Receptor Grid Generation tool. We 

used the ATP binding site as active site for our ligand. A flexible docking was performed 

with default settings, and 5 poses were retained to compare them with the original X-

ray binding pose. Moreover, we visually investigated the poses in Pymol.49 

 

4.4 Binding affinity calculations 

 

The binding affinity defines how likely a ligand binds to its target protein, thereby con-

sidering all chemical and physical effects. With the software SeeSAR, we tried to find 

out which atoms of the compounds are energetically favorable. SeeSAR is a program 

for compound prioritazion and enhancement.52 In fact, not only binding affinity contri-

butions can be determined, it is also possible to explore the whole protein-ligand com-

plex in terms of torsional properties and free space in the binding pocket. Also, it allows 

the user to change and optimize the structure during a drug development process.52  

We imported our protein structure 5VCV and also our docked compounds into the 

workspace, used the ligand of 5VCV to define the binding site and then calculated the 

estimated binding energy for each compound.  
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The program uses its own scoring function called HYDE for these calculations. HYDE 

is a function based on a estimation of hydrogen bond and dehydration energies that 

appear during protein-ligand interaction.53 Actually, three contributions are considered: 

hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic effects and dehydration. For every atom of the ligand-

protein interface, the change in energy is calculated.53 

It is also very intuitive to use, for example favorable contributions are shown in green 

spheres, negative contributions are colored in red. Furthermore, the size of the sphere 

demonstrates the impact of the contribution to the binding – the bigger, the greater is 

the impact.  

We used it just as an additional step to determine our docking poses, find out which 

structural parts are not favorable and compared it with our other results.  
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5 Results and Discussion 
 

5.1 PKMYT1 

 

The Protein Kinase Membrane Associated Tyrosine/Threonine 1 (PKMYT1) is a gene, 

that encodes for a membrane-associated protein kinase, which is located to the ER-

Golgi complex.54 Kinases are enzymes that phosphorylate their substrates with the 

help of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). In this process, ATP donates its -phosphate 

group and the kinase catalyzes the transfer of this phosphate to a substrate in its bind-

ing site. Actually, only three amino acids - Serine, Threonine, Tyrosine - in the human 

body can get phosphorylated, as it requires a hydroxy group for this reaction. In gen-

eral, kinases are divided into two groups: Serine/Threonine kinases and Tyrosine ki-

nases.   

PKMYT1 is a negative regulator of the cell cycle and acts as a dual specificity kinase. 

This type of kinase phosphorylates both Threonines and Tyrosines. Specifically, 

PKMYT1 phosphorylates Thr14 and Tyr15 of the Cyclin Dependent Kinase 1 (CDK1) 

and leads thereby to an inhibition of the activity of the CDK1/CyclinB complex, an im-

portant participant in the cell’s decision to enter mitosis.48 If the complex is phosphor-

ylated, it remains in an inactive state and the cell cycle is paused, thereby leading to a 

G2/M arrest. This arrest allows a DNA-repair, if it is necessary. Afterwards the cycle 

moves on to mitosis. Normal, non-cancerous cells usually repair defective DNA during 

a G1 arrest. In cancer cells however, the G1 checkpoint activity is impaired and there-

fore they deeply rely on the G2/M arrest for DNA repair.48 Thus, an inhibition of 

PKMYT1 can be utilized particularly in cancer cells, to lead them into apoptosis. The 

best effect regarding anticancer treatment can be reached together with agents that 

damage DNA48. Being part of the high risk multiple myeloma pathway makes PKMYT1 

a target worth finding inhibitors for, to reduce the fast progress of the disease.  
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From the OpenPHACTS analysis (Material and Methods) on PKMYT1, we found an-

notations to 5 diseases, 8 pathways, 205 counts for pharmacology data and 615 pa-

tents in open-source databases.  

 

 

P
CDK1/
CyclinBPKMYT1

phosphorylates

Phosphorylation of the 

complex inhibits it à leads to 

G2/M arrest à time for DNA 

repair

G2/M 
arrest

PKMYT1 physiological role in the cell cycle

Figure  15: PKMYT1 physiological function in cell cycle. The kinase PKMYT1 phosphorylates its target 
CDK1/CyclinB, which is inactive in a phosphorylated state. This short arrest however allows a DNA repair 
and the cell can move on to mitosis. Picture of cell cycle (on the right side) reproduced from Mike Boxem 
(Cyclin-dependent kinases in C.elegans, 2006) and completed with an illustration of the function of 
PKMYT1. 

Figure  16: OpenPHACTS results of analysis of genes involved in the high risk multiple myeloma 
pathway. (Analysis conducted by Jakob Hager) 
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In the PDB, nine structures of PKMYT1 were available: one crystal structure in the apo-

form and eight crystal structures complexed with inhibitors, i.e. dasatinib, bosutinib, 

saracatinib, pelitinib, milciclib and MK1775.  We compared the complexes regarding 

their interactions with the protein and came to the following observations: 

In all complexes, the inhibitor was establishing a hydrogen bond with the NH of 

Cys190. From publications we know, that Cys190 is a conserved residue in several 

kinases of the family of Wee kinases.47 Thus, an interaction with this moiety has been 

considered to be important for inhibition. Furthermore, milciclib, MK1775 and dasatinib, 

build another hydrogen bond to the oxygen of Cys190.  

Additional hydrogen bonds were observed. For example, dasatinib, pelitinib and 

MK1775 interact with the gatekeeper residue Thr186. Milciclib is the only inhibitor that 

forms a hydrogen bond with Lys139. Furthermore, dasatinib establishes interaction 

with Gln196. We concluded that those isolated interactions should not remain in our 

generic pharmacophore model. 

There were also various interactions with water molecules observed. However no spe-

cific information from literature was found to include those interactions in our model 

(for further information see Pharmacophore Generation).  

Importantly, all inhibitors possess an aryl ring located in the hydrophobic back-pocket, 

which demonstrates the importance of hydrophobic interactions in this region. 

 

 

Figure  17: Plots showing data of the OpenPHACTS analysis. (Plots created by Jakob Hager) 
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Figure  18: PKMYT1 with its inhibitor dasatinib. Picture A shows an overview of PKMYT1 and in the middle the ATP-binding site 
is located. In picture B, dasatinib (in turquoise sticks) is shown in the binding pocket. Its interactions (in yellow) with the most 
important residues (in sticks) and waters (in spheres) are highlighted. 

 

5.2 Pharmacophore Validation, Redocking and Virtual Screening 

 

In a virtual screening, computer programs are used to predict the binding of a com-

pound to a target receptor.55 A great number of putative ligands can be screened 

against a target, with the requirements to have an active site and a protein structure of 

the target protein available. A virtual screening can be quite fast, depending on the 

number of ligands being screened, and it does not consume valuable substance ma-

terial for sophisticated experimental tests, in fact everything is done virtually, with the 

requirements to have experimental data and computational power.   

To find new inhibitors for PKMYT1, we generated first a pharmacophore model based 

on the most potent inhibitor dasatinib (see Material and Methods). A validation was 

conducted with the pharmacology data from ChEMBL. We used data of 129 com-

pounds already tested in biological assays. We generated active and inactive data-

bases for the pharmacophore validation using KNIME. The active database was built 

with compounds with a Kd value below 930 nM and an IC50 value below 1200 nM.  

The inactive database was built with compounds with a Kd value > 10.000 nM. These 

thresholds were chosen because we had information about binding affinity for active 

compounds showing values in a nM range. Therefore, we set the threshold for Kd 

values below 930 nM. For IC50 values we inspected the table of binding affinities from 
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ChEMBL and since values > 10.000 nM indicate a weak or almost no binding potential, 

we set the threshold at 1200 nM and below for active compounds.  

 

We then removed duplicates and generated conformations. The final databases in-

clude 6 and 75 compounds in the active and inactive sets respectively. Then, the phar-

macophore model was screened against both sets and picked up in total 4 actives and 

7 inactives. Several similar pharmacophore models with slight modifications were gen-

erated throughout this process without achieving better results.  

We validated our model by generating a ROC (‘receiver operating characteristics’) 

curve. This is an established metric used to evaluate the ability of a model separating 

two classes.56 In our case, the two classes were active and inactive molecules. Our 

pharmacophore model should be able to discriminate active from inactive molecules 

in a database, in order to obtain a high sensitivity and specificity. In the plot, the pa-

rameter sensitivity on the y-axis demonstrates the percentage of truly actives divided 

by the sum of all actives (i.e. true actives and false inactives). The higher the sensitivity 

is, the better is the model in recognizing all active molecules in a screening.  

On the x-axis 1-Specificity is applied, which is the percentage of correctly inactive iden-

tified compounds. If specificity is high, the model performs well in discarding inactive 

compounds.56 

The ROC curve of the validation for our final model (Figure 20) shows that our model 

performs better than random, since the AUC is close to the value 1 (0.81). Therefore, 

our model is satisfyingly able to discriminate between active and inactive molecules.  

Figure  19: KNIME workflow for the validation. Two separate lists with actives respectively inactives were generated 
by using bioactivity data of ChEMBL. 
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Thus, this pharmacophore was used to screen a manually curated dataset including 

approved, experimental and withdrawn drugs of the DrugBank database. This data-

base is freely accessible and provides detailed drug data and drug target information. 

For repurposing drugs, the Drugbank is widely used to find already approved drugs 

which could also be patented for other indications.57  

From the pharmacophore screening of DrugBank 95 compounds were retrieved. Inter-

estingly, some of these compounds were not kinase inhibitors, e.g. Metipranolol and 

Bupranolol (both are ß-blocking agents), Mebeverine (a gut relaxing agent) and 

Sitagliptin (DPP4-inhibitor, antidiabetic drug) were also among the results. 

We then performed a docking of the 95 compounds using Glide.42 To ensure that this 

program meets the requirements for our research query, a redocking of dasatinib was 

first conducted (see Material and Methods). Redocking is generally used to validate a 

docking protocol by checking its ability to reproduce the X-ray binding pose of a ligand 

in its binding site.  

Figure 21 shows the results of the redocking. In fact, it performed very well. In the 

binding pocket the docked and crystal poses of dasatinib are nearly identical, outside 

the pocket there are only some slight differences, due to the lack of interactions with 

Figure  20: ROC curve of the validation of the pharmacophore model. 
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the target kinase. All in all, Glide42 fulfilled the expectations for our research question 

and therefore we used it to execute our docking. 

 

 

Confident in our docking procedure, we then screened the 95 compounds set. 

From the docking of the 95 compounds resulted a list of in total 106 docking poses. 

This difference resulted from the LigPrep settings, as we allowed to generate different 

protonation states between pH 7  0.5. In addition, we investigated the poses in Pymol. 

The detailed selection criteria are explained in the next paragraph.  

 

5.3 Compound selection 

 

To select compounds for experimental testing, we visually inspected the binding pose, 

as well as considered the docking score. Based on our observations of the X-ray com-

plexes of PKMYT1 with inhibitors, we set up a constraint with NH of Cys190.  

In our case, the docking score is based on algorithms, which  calculate the interactions 

between the ligand and the protein, how the ligand fits in the active site and the com-

plementarity of ligand-receptor interactions.42 We used GlideScore to rank our poses. 

This score has been developed to distinguish between actives with a high binding af-

finity from inactives with a low binding affinity.58 

The redocking of dasatinib presented a score of -11.6. Interestingly, this is the best 

ranked compound, increasing the confidence in our docking procedure. We primarily 

Figure  21: Redocking of dasatinib. The crystallographic complex of PKMYT1 
with dasatinib is coloured in blue, and the docking pose of dasatinib is shown 
in yellow. 
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selected 17 compounds based on our analysis of the binding poses and valuable in-

teractions. However, the GlideScore of some of them were quite high. In general, the 

scores were located in a range between -10.4 and -5.2 for our selected drugs, and 

although the binding pose and interactions seemed favorable, we were concerned by 

the proportionally high score. 

Therefore, we docked in PKMYT1 the set of 11 compounds obtained from the valida-

tion our pharmacophore model. The scores obtained permitted to set a new threshold 

between real actives and inactives. (Table 1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It can be observed that the three active compounds have low docking scores. The 

inactive compound on rank 2 is reported as inactive in literature and for that reason, 

we stated it as an outlier and did not take it into account for our threshold. In the table 

can be clearly seen that the new threshold for active compounds lies between -9.5 and 

-7.8. We updated our list of previously 17 compounds based on this threshold and 

finally retrieved 8 compounds with scores lower than -7.8. All 8 compounds are exper-

imental drugs and are annotated as targeting a kinase.  

Docking of active and inactive compounds 
  

Rank Name Activity Score  
1 Dasatinib active -11.660 

 
2 JNJ-07706621 inactive -10.600 

 
3 PD-0173955 active -9.835 

 
4 PD-01662 85 active -9.566          

 

5 PLX-4720 inactive -7.884 
  

6 Brivanib inactive -7.497 
 

7 Brivanib inactive -6.742 
 

8 VX-745 inactive -6.446 
 

9 MLN-8054 inactive -5.351 
 

10 CI-1040 inactive -4.690 
 

Table 1: Docking of the library used to validate our pharmacophore model. Active 
molecules are colored in green, inactive molecules in red. It is worth noting, that an 
inactive molecule is ranked on the second place. We assumed that it is an outlier, 
since our literature research confirmed that it is an inactive molecule. The pink line 
depicts our new threshold for the score. One active molecule (Pelitinib) did not appear 
on this list since it did not fulfill the docking requirements.   

 

 

threshold 
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As already mentioned, for the last step SeeSAR was used to estimate the binding af-

finity of our compounds. However, the SeeSAR results were in some terms different to 

our interpretations from the docking. For example, dasatinib was ranked in SeeSAR 

on the fifth place, although literature says it is the most potent inhibitor with the highest 

binding potential among all inhibitors. Also, the docking ranks it on the first place. Fur-

thermore, the conserved interaction to Cys190 is stated as a negative contribution re-

garding the binding affinity, although every inhibitor from publications shares this inter-

action. Having this initial situation, we were reluctant to include the results from See-

SAR to our final list. We just want to report that 4 out of the 8 final compounds also 

appear in top ranks in SeeSAR (highlighted with a * in Table 2). Further conclusions 

were not taken from the SeeSAR observations. 

To sum it up, the following table represents the enhanced version of the best candi-

dates for experimental testing from our docking.  
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5.3.1 Selected compounds for in vitro testing 
 
 

Name  Structure Status Target DrugbankID Glide 
Score 

Rank in 
Docking 

1 6-(2,6-Dichlorophe-
nyl)-2-{[3-(hydroxy-
methyl)phe-
nyl]amino}-8-me-
thylpyrido[2,3-D]py-
rimidin-7(8H)-one 

 

Experimental Abl1 DB08339 -10,445 2 

2 (2S)-1-[4-({6-[(2,6-
Difluoro-
phenyl)amino]-4-py-
rimidi-
nyl}amino)phe-
noxy]-3-(dimethyla-
mino)-2-propanol 

 

Experimental CDK2 DB07751 -10,014 3 

3 6-(2,6-dichloro-
phenyl)-8-methyl-2-
{[3-(methylthio)phe-
nyl]amino}pyr-
ido[2,3-d]pyrimidin-
7(8H)-one 
PD173955 

 

Experimental * Abl DB02567 -9,836 4 

4 (2R)-1-[4-({4-[(2,5-
Dichloro-
phenyl)amino]-2-py-
rimidi-
nyl}amino)phe-
noxy]-3-(dimethyla-
mino)-2-propanol 

 

Experimental * CDK2 DB07750 -9,227 6 
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5 (2R)-1-(dimethyla-
mino)-3-{4-[(6-{[2-
fluoro-5-(trifluoro-
methyl)phe-
nyl]amino}pyrimi-
din-4-yl)amino]phe-
noxy}propan-2-ol 

 

Experimental CDK2 DB07054 -9,091 7 

6 N-(2,6-dime-
thylphenyl)-5-phe-
nylimidazo[1,5-a]py-
razin-8-amine 

 

Experimental * Lck DB08056 -8,964 9 

7 Phenylami-
noimidazo(1,2-al-
pha)pyridine 

 

Experimental * CDK2 DB04607 -8,815 11 

8 [2-Amino-6-(2,6-
Difluoro-Benzoyl)-
Imidazo[1,2-a]Pyri-
din-3-Yl]-Phenyl-
Methanone 

 

Experimental CDK2 DB04006 -8,672 12 

Table 2: Final selected compounds for in vitro testing. Targets: Abl= Abelson murine leukemia viral oncogene homolog 1, 
CDK2=Cyclin dependent kinase 2, Lck= lymphocyte-specific protein tyrosine kinase; 
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Figure  22: Docking poses of compounds placed on rank 2, 3 and 9. For the compound in picture A 
(DB08339) with the highest rank in the docking, it can be seen that it fits in the binding pocket and 
shares the same interactions with Cys190 like dasatinib.  Also, a hydrophobic ring is placed in the 
back pocket. Picture B illustrates the compound DB07751, placed on rank 3, which also shares a 
hydrogen bond with Cys190 and besides a hydrogen bond with Gln196. In section C, the compound 
DB08056 is much smaller than dasatinib, but also has several aromatic rings in the same locations, 
e.g. in the back pocket we have again a hydrophobic part and the molecule shares two hydrogen 
bond interactions with Cys190 and Thr187. 
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6 Conclusion 
 

After a computer-aided investigation of the kinase PKMYT1, a member of the high-risk 

multiple myeloma network model, we generated a list of molecules hypothesized to 

have an inhibitory effect to this target. Therefore, a pharmacophore model of an already 

known inhibitor of the target was created and a dataset of experimental, withdrawn and 

approved drugs of the platform Drugbank was screened with it to find possible inhibit-

ing structures. After a docking of the structures we were able to choose eight reason-

able candidates for a further experimental validation. The results from the docking 

showed well binding poses and also good docking scores for the final candidates com-

pared to the known inhibitor. However, all of the final compounds are categorized as 

experimental drugs on Drugbank (i.e. they were just tested on animals57). The next 

step would be an in vitro test to verify our predictions.  

 

Since the high-risk multiple myeloma is a fatal disease and better treatment options 

are urgently needed, research should be continued on the targets of the presented 

pathway. For example, with our pharmacophore model also various other databases 

could be screened in order to find new structures of possible inhibitors. Moreover, it 

would be also beneficial to computationally investigate the other targets of the path-

way, as for most of them resolved structures are available in the PDB. In conclusion, 

it is a very interesting topic worth exploring to eventually obtain better medication for 

patients suffering from high-risk multiple myeloma with a poor prognosis.  
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8 Appendix 
 

8.1 List of Abbreviations 

 
Abl  Abelson murine leukemia viral oncogene homolog 1 

ASCT  autologous stem cell transplantation 

CADD  computer aided drug design 

CDK  cycline dependent kinase 

HTS  high throughput screening 

IFM  Intergroup Francophone du Myelome 

IGH  immunoglobuline heavy chain 

IMWG  International Myeloma Working Group  

IUPAC International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry  

HLA  human leucocyte-associated antigens 

Lck  lymphocyte-specific protein tyrosine kinase  

MGUS monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance 

MM  multiple myeloma 

MMRF Multiple Myeloma Research Foundation 

M-protein monoclonal protein 

NCI  National Cancer Institute of America 

NK cells natural killer cells 

NSAID non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug  

OPLS-AA all-atom optimized potentials for liquid simulations 

PDB  Protein Databank 

PKMYT1 Protein Kinase Membrane Associated Tyrosine/Threonine 1  

ROC  receiver operating characteristics – curve 

RANKL nuclear factor kappa B ligand 

SMM  smouldering multiple myeloma 
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FIGURE  21: REDOCKING OF DASATINIB. THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC COMPLEX OF PKMYT1 WITH DASATINIB IS COLOURED IN BLUE, AND 

THE DOCKING POSE OF DASATINIB IS SHOWN IN YELLOW. .......................................................................................- 46 - 
FIGURE  22: DOCKING POSES OF COMPOUNDS PLACED ON RANK 2, 3 AND 9. FOR THE COMPOUND IN PICTURE A (DB08339) WITH 

THE HIGHEST RANK IN THE DOCKING, IT CAN BE SEEN THAT IT FITS IN THE BINDING POCKET AND SHARES THE SAME INTERACTIONS 

WITH CYS190 LIKE DASATINIB.  ALSO, A HYDROPHOBIC RING IS PLACED IN THE BACK POCKET. PICTURE B ILLUSTRATES THE 

COMPOUND DB07751, PLACED ON RANK 3, WHICH ALSO SHARES A HYDROGEN BOND WITH CYS190 AND BESIDES A 

HYDROGEN BOND WITH GLN196. IN SECTION C, THE COMPOUND DB08056 IS MUCH SMALLER THAN DASATINIB, BUT ALSO 

HAS SEVERAL AROMATIC RINGS IN THE SAME LOCATIONS, E.G. IN THE BACK POCKET WE HAVE AGAIN A HYDROPHOBIC PART AND 

THE MOLECULE SHARES TWO HYDROGEN BOND INTERACTIONS WITH CYS190 AND THR187. ........................................- 51 - 
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TABLE 1: DOCKING OF THE LIBRARY USED TO VALIDATE OUR PHARMACOPHORE MODEL. ACTIVE MOLECULES ARE COLORED IN GREEN, 
INACTIVE MOLECULES IN RED. IT IS WORTH NOTING, THAT AN INACTIVE MOLECULE IS RANKED ON THE SECOND PLACE. WE 

ASSUMED THAT IT IS AN OUTLIER, SINCE OUR LITERATURE RESEARCH CONFIRMED THAT IT IS AN INACTIVE MOLECULE. THE PINK 

LINE DEPICTS OUR NEW THRESHOLD FOR THE SCORE. ONE ACTIVE MOLECULE (PELITINIB) DID NOT APPEAR ON THIS LIST SINCE IT 

DID NOT FULFILL THE DOCKING REQUIREMENTS. ...................................................................................................- 47 - 
TABLE 2: FINAL SELECTED COMPOUNDS FOR IN VITRO TESTING. TARGETS: ABL= ABELSON MURINE LEUKEMIA VIRAL ONCOGENE 

HOMOLOG 1, CDK2=CYCLIN DEPENDENT KINASE 2, LCK= LYMPHOCYTE-SPECIFIC PROTEIN TYROSINE KINASE; .................- 50 - 
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